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Roiter proved that for a given Z-order n in a semisimple Q-algebra, there is a 
positive integer n = n(A) such that there are at most n nonisomorphic n-lattices 
which are all locally isomorphic. The main result of this article is to extend this 
result to finitely generated A-modules. One can work over other Dedekind domains 
D. I f  it is only assumed that the residue fields of D are finite, then it is shown that 
MQXz NCR&’ implies e copies of M are isomorphic to e copies of N for some 
e = e(n) for M, N, and X finitely generated II -Modules. Jacobinski proved there is 
an extension field k (depending only on A) such that two A-lattices become 
isomorphic under an extension of scalars to the integers of k if and only if they are 
locally isomorphic. This result is extended to modules, and also an analog of this 
result is proved for arbitrary Dedekind domains, 0 1987 Academic press. hc. 
Let R be a Dedekind domain with quotient field K satisfying the Jordan 
Zassenhaus theorem (e.g. R = B or k[x], k a finite field). If A is an R-order 
in a separable K-algebra, then Roiter [17] showed that there is a positive 
integer n = n(A), such that for any A-lattice A4, there are at most n non- 
isomorphic n-lattices locally isomorphic to M. In [S], this result was par- 
tially extended to the case of orders in nonsemisimple algebras and in [S] 
to the case of finitely generated modules over module finite R-algebras. In 
both cases, it was shown that given M, there is a positive integer n 
depending on M, such that the conclusion of Roiter is valid. However, by 
an example in [S], no single n would suffice for all A-lattices. Levy then 
asked whether Roiter’s Theorem holds for finitely generated /l-modules 
when A is an R-order in a separable algebra A. The main result 
(Theorem 4.3) states this is true. 
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There are three main steps m the proof. This first is to convert the 
module problem over n to a lattice problem over another order. This is 
essentially done in [S]. The second step is to show that this new order has 
many properties in common with the original order. In particular, there is 
a connection between the R-conductors of the two orders and they involve 
the same division algebras. The final step is to prove a version of Roiter’s 
Theorem which shows that the integer n( n ) can be chosen to depend only 
on the R-conductor of .1 and the division algebras involved in A. 
We then use these methods to extend various cancellation and 
replacement theorems from lattices to modules. In particular, it is shown 
(Theorem 5.5) that if all residue fields of a Dedekind domain R are finite 
and /1 is an R-order in a separable K-algebra, then there exists a positive 
integer e = e( n ) such that if M, N, and X are finitely generated n-modules, 
M@ Xr N@ X implies M”’ 2 N”’ (where M”’ is the direct sum of P 
copies of M). Also, if R is any Dedekind domain then M@ X2 N@ .Y 
implies MO r? NO f, where r is any maximal order containing .1 
(Corollary 6.5 ). 
Section 7 is devoted to the problem of isomorphism of modules under 
ground ring extension. Theorem 7.1 characterizes /i-modules M and N with 
M”’ ? N”’ as those which become isomorphic after passing to a suitable 
extension of R. If R satisfies the Jordan-Zassenhaus Theorem, we show 
(Corollary 7.5) that there is a universal extension (depending only on n ) 
which suffices in Theorem 7.1. This generalizes a result of Jacobinski [ 111. 
In Section 8, orders in central simple algebras are considered. 
We note that Levy [ 141 and Klingler [ 131 have proved some of these 
results for certain special orders. Also, many of the results will hold for 
algebras over noetherian commutative rings of Krull dimension one 
(cf. [20], [21]). 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES ON UNITS 
We introduce some notation which we will use throughout the article. 
Let R be a Dedekind domain with quotient field K. Let D,,..., D, be finite 
dimensional division algebras over K with di a maximal R-order in D,. Let 
,4 be an R-order in A = z M(ti, Di), where M(tj, Di) is the ring of t, x f, 
matrices over Dj. Fix a maximal R-order f in A and a nonzero ideal I of R 
such that IT< n d ZY Let n denote the (finite) set of maximal ideals of R 
containing I and rr’ the other maximal ideals of R. Let R, be the ring 
obtained from R by inverting all elements not in any maximal ideal in n. If 
M is (left) R-module, set M, = R, @ RM. If S is a ring, let S* denote the 
group of units of S. If G is a group, let G,, = G/G’. 
Let Q = C M(t,, 3,). Then Q, and r, are both maximal RX-orders in ri. 
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Since R, is semilocal, it follows that Q, and r, are principal ideal rings 
and so they are conjugate in A. So in fact we can assume Q, = Z,. Since 
(Ai), is artinian modulo its radical, one is in the stable range of (Ai), 
(cf. [l, p. 2381). Hence by [l, p. 2401 
Z-,* = a,* = ZZGL(t,, (Ai),) = WU, (2.1) 
where U is the group generated by the elementary matrices (in each com- 
ponent) and W= W, x .‘. x W,, where 
By (2.1), c’is normal in Z,*. Set V=R,*+Zr,, and V,=l+ZT,. Then 
V, d V are both normal subgroups of r,* and V < A,*. 
Moreover, if 6 E (Ai),, then r6 E Ai for some r E R n R,*. Choose t E R 
with. tr E 1 mod I. Then 
Hence, it follows that 
u<r*v=sz*v. 
By (2.1) and (2.2), we have 
(2.2 1 
[r,*:r*v]=[w:r*vn w]. (2.3) 
Since V, is the kernel of the map Z,* --* (Z/W)*, this yields 
[r,*: r*V]<ZIl coker(A* -+(A,/ZA,)*l. (2.4) 
T,*/W’T*V is a homomorphic image of 17 coker(A,+ + (A,/Z),*,) (2.5) 
In particular, if R/Z is finite, then the righthand side of (2.4) is a positive 
integer f’(Z, D, ,..., D,) < [R/lid where d= C dim, Di. Note also that f’ 
depends only on the Di and not on the particular choice of the A,. 
3. THE GENUS CLASS GROUP AND RESTRICTED GENUS OF A MODULE 
Let R be a Dedekind domain with quotient field K and assume S is an 
R-algebra which is finitely generated as an R-module. Let Mod S and Lat S 
denote the categories of finitely generated (left) S-modules and finitely 
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generated (left) S-lattices, respectively. Recall M E Mod S is an S-lattice if it 
is a projective R-module. If P E Spec R, then R, is the localization of R at 
P. For M, NE Mod S, we say h4 and N are in the same genus if 
M, = Rp@ RM g N, as S,-modules for all PE Spec R. Let gen A4 denote 
the set of isomorphism classes in the genus of M. Write M 1 N if M is 
isomorphic to a direct summand of N. 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose M, L,, and L2 are in Mod S. Let 71, = 
{P~Spec R:M, 1 (Li),}. IfSpec R= rt, v x2 and each n, is nonempty, then 
Ml L,OL,. 
Proof Note since nci is a nonempty open subset of Spec R, rr, is colinite 
in Spec R. Let y denote the complement of q. So y c 7~~. By the hypothesis 
and the Chinese remainder theorem, there existsfE Horn, (M, L) such that 
nf=(PESpecRIf:M, + (L,), is split} 2 y u (0). Let fi denote the com- 
plement of rr,-. So PC rr2 and is finite. Hence, there exists gE Hom,(M, L,) 
such that 7zg 1 fi. Thus fog: M + L, @L, is split for all PE Spec R, 
whence it splits. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let M, N, L E Mod S. 
(a) IfM@LrN@L, then NEgenM. 
(b) IfL, NEgenM,andN@M’k’%L@MM(k’foranyk>O, then 
L@MrN@M. 
Proof (a) holds by local cancellation (cf. [ 71). (b) follows from the 
cancellation theorem of Bass (see [l] or [3]). 
Now fix MEModS. If NEGenM, define [N]={LEGenMI 
L@MgM@N}. Let Cl(M)=([N] (N~GetrA4). By Lemmas3.1 and 
3.2, we can define [N,] + [Nz] = [NJ] w  h ere N,@N,zM@N,. Then 
Cl(M) is an abelian group which we shall call the genus class group of M. 
This construction is well known for lattices (cf. [ 161). In fact, by the results 
in the next section, one can define this group as the locally free class group 
of End, M. 
There are certain subgroups of Cl(M) which we will consider. If R’ is an 
integral extension of R, then let D,,(M) = {NE gen M 1 M’ = R’ Q R 
MEN’ as S’-modules}. Hence d,.(M)= {[N]EC~(M) 1 NED~,(M)) = 
ker{ CNI -, CW > is a subgroup of Cl(M). More generally, if S’ is any 
module finite R-algebra containing S, one can define D,.(M) = 
{NEgenMIN’=S’@,NzM} and dJM) = ker{ [N] + [N’]}. One 
special case of interest is when S= A is an order in a semisimple K-algebra 
A and S’= r is a maximal (or hereditary) order in A. We shall denote 
D,(M) = D(M) and dAM) = d(M). There is some ambiguity since ,4 may 
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be contained in more than one maximal order. However, we shall see in 
Section 6 that in fact b(M) is independent of I7 Suppose now that M 
is in fact a &lattice. Then M embeds in KM= K OR M. Set TM= 
{CYimi I Yier, miEM}. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let NE gen M. Then NE D(M) o rflz lY@ as r-lattices, 
where R denotes M module its torsion module. 
Proof: Note I’M = (r@,, M)/T,, where T, is the R-torsion sub- 
module of r O,, M. Since r is hereditary, r @ ,, M z Ii@@ T,. Since 
NEgenM, T,zTT,. Thus, r@,,Mzr@,, Nor&?sriiT 
We say N is in the restricted genus of ME Lat /i if TN z TM. Suppose 
IT< A < r for I a nonzero ideal of R. Set E= End,(M). Then 
IF< E < F= End,(rM) and F is a maximal order in End,(KM) = B. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. There is a one to one correspondence between the 
isomorphism classes in the restricted genus of a lattice M and the double 
cosets E,* \ I;,* IF*. 
Proof Suppose N is in the restricted genus of M. Since TM g rN, we 
can assume TM= TN. Since N and M are in the same genus, there exists 
cr~Aut~(KM) such that N,=M,a. Since T,M= r,N=r,Mcr, it follows 
that CI E F,* . Moreover (since TM = TN implies M, = N, for P E 71’) 
N=M,unrM (3.5) 
Conversely, if c1 E F, , * define M, by the righthand side of (3.5). Thus, the 
map c1+ M, is a surjection from F,* onto the set of isomorphism classes in 
the restricted genus of M. Now for IX, /I in F,* 
M,gMM,oM,S=M, for some 6 E B 
oM,@=M,a andM,=M,6forPEn’ 
OLY=ypS forsome6EE*andyEE,* 
o E,* aF* = E,* bF*. 
This completes the proof. 
Let g’(M) denote the cardinality of the set of isomorphism classes in the 
restricted genus of M. Note that V (see Section 2) is a subgroup of E,*, and 
so 
E,*\F;/F*= E,*\F,*/F*V. (3.6) 
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COROLLARY 3.7. g’(M) < f“(I. D, ,..., D,, ). In purticulur, if’ RI1 is Ji’nitr, 
there is a positive integerf” such that g’(M) <f’ firr any ME Lat A. Here,!“ 
is defined as in (2.4). 
Proof This follows from (3.6) and (2.4) applied to the R-order 
E= End,(M). 
COROLLARY 3.8. IJ’ R is U-irreducible (see [6] for the definition) and 
ME Lat A, then g’(M) = 1. 
Proof: By [6], one is in the stable range of each A,, and so, the map 
A,* + (AilI)* is surjective. Now argue as above. 
Recall that R satisfies the Jordan-Zassenhaus Theorem if for every 
R-order A in a semisimple algebra, there are only a finite number of 
isomorphism classes of A-lattices of given R-rank. In particular, this implies 
all residue fields of R are finite, and every such R-order is contained in a 
maximal order. Roiter’s result now follows. 
THEOREM 3.9. I f  R satisfies the Jordan-Zassenhaus Theorem, there 
exists a positive integer ,f=f(I, D,,..., D,) such that Jgen MI <f for all 
ME Lat A. 
Proof Clearly (genMJ<slgenTMI, where s=max{g’(N)(&GenM). 
Since R satisfies Jordan-Zassenhaus, R/I is finite and so s <f I, where f’ is 
given in Corollary 3.7. So it suffices to prove the result for the maximal 
order I-. We can reduce to the case where r is a maximal order in a simple 
algebra. Then I- is Morita equivalent to any maximal order A in the 
underlying division algebra (cf. [ 15, 21.71). Thus, it suffices to assume 
r= A. Now if ME Lat A, M 2 Z@ A(” for some nonzero ideal Z of A. Thus 
lgen MI < lgen I( = lgen Al. 
4. PASSAGE FROM MODULES TO LATTICES 
Let S be a module linite R-algebra and ME Mod S. Let Div M denote 
the subcategory of S-modules which are isomorphic to a summand of Mf’) 
for some t. If B is a ring, let Proj B = Div B. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Set E = End,(M) and let J denote the nilradial of E. 
(i) EjJz Q @ T, where D is an R-order in a semisimple K-algebra 
and T is an R-torsion semisimple artinian ring. 
(ii) There is an additive bijective functor 2 = (2,) AZ) between Div M 
and Proj (E/J) = Proj Q x Proj T such that N, r N, o 1(N,) z A( N,). 
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(iii) If NE Div M, then gen N c Div M and A, is a bijection between 
Gen N and Gen A,(N). In particular, (Gen Ml = 1Gen sZ(. 
(iv) 2, commutes with extensions of R. 
Proof. (i), (ii), and (iii) are proved in [S]. Let R’ be a Dedekind 
domain containing R. If NE Mod S, let N’ = R’@ RN. This induces a map 
N -+ N’ from Div M to Div M’. Since R’ is a flat extension of R, 
E’ = End,(M’). Let V be the nilradical of E’. Then certainly I/< J’ (in fact 
if K’ is separable over K, V=J’), and so E’/VzQ,GjT,, where 
B, g Q’/nilradical Q’. Thus L’~:N’~~(L)‘~~,(N)‘~~,(L’)~~,(N’), 
where in the last isomorphism, A, denotes the map from Div M’ to 
Proj Q,. 
Now assume A is an R-order in a semisimple K-algebra A and A < r, 
a maximal R-order (f will exist if A is separable or R satisfies the 
Jordan-Zassenhaus Theorem). In order to compute /gen Ml, we need more 
information on the Q in Proposition 4.1. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let ME Mod A and T the R-torsion submodule of M. 
Set iii = M/T and E = End,,(M). Let J denote the nilradical of E and U the 
R-torsion submodule of E. 
(a) J<U. 
(b) Q = E/U is an R-order in End,(Ki@) = B. 
(c) B involves only the division algebras of A. 
(d ) F= End.( r&f) is a maximal order of B and 52 > 12F, where I is 
any ideal of R with IT< A. 
(e) 2, maps D,(M) onto D,(Q). 
Proof. Since T is E-invariant, there is a natural ring homomorphism 
@ E -+ 52, = End,(M) <F. Note that ker $ = (0 E E ( Mo < T> = U. So 
E/U E im $ = Q is an R-suborder of Q, (since KS2 = K 0 R E = B). Thus (b) 
and (c) hold. Since the nilradical of Q = 0, (a) holds. Clearly F is a 
maximal order and since IT < A, IF < 52,. 
The crucial observation is that since A 3 If, it follows (cf. [2, 29.51) that 
I Ext,(M, T) = 0. The long exact sequence for Ext (cf. [2,8.10]) yields 
0 --) Hom,(M. T) + Hom,(M, M) % Hom,(M, M) -+ Ext,(M, T), 
where a is the obvious map. Since im + > im a, and I Ext,(M, T) = 0, 
Q = im $3 IQ, > Z2F. Thus, (d) holds. 
We shall now prove (e). Let NE D,(M). Hence rNz rM, and so we can 
identify fN= rM. By the definition of I and the argument in the previous 
paragraph, A,(N) = im 4, where 4: Hom,(M, N) + Hom,(M, N) <F. Since 
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NE Gen M, for each PE Spec R there exists ape Hom,(M, N) such that 
BP= &ap) is an isomorphism from A, onto Np. Hence pp E Aut(T,,@). 
Thus F,/Z,(N) = Fp for all P, and so FI1,(N) = F. Hence A,(N) E D,(O), as 
desired. Conversely, if A,(N) E D,(Q), then F&(N) = Hom.(T&!, rN) = Fz; 
whence a: f&! --, rN is an isomorphism. Thus NE D,(M). 
THEOREM 4.3. Let A be an R-order in a semisimple K-algebra. If R 
satisfies the Jordan-Zassenhaus Theorem, there exists a positive integer 
n=f(Z’, D ,,..., D,) such that (gen MJ 6 n for all ME Mod A. 
Proof This follows from Propositions 4.2 and 4.3 and Theorem 3.5. 
If R does not satisfy Jordan-Zassenhaus, one cannot expect Theorem 4.3 
to hold. If R/Z is finite, a weaker result holds. 
THEOREM 4.4. Assume R/I is finite and ME Mod A. Then 1 D(M)J < 
n’=f’(Z*, D, ,..., D,). 
Proof: By Proposition 4.2e and Corollary 3.7, IWOI d 
M&(W)1 G n’. 
5. THE GROUP d(M) AND POWER CANCELLATION 
Let A4~Lat A. Recall b(M) = ker Cl(M) -+ Cl(TM) = {[N] E 
Cl(M) I TN 0 TMrfMOZX). The group structure on b(M) is 
intimately related to that of F,* (recall F= End,(TM)). 
LEMMA 5.1. Let ~1, BEF,*. Then M,@M,gMM,,@M. 
Proof: Set L = M@ M. Then both M, @ M, and M,, @ M are 
in the restricted genus of L. Indeed M, @M, corresponds to the 
unit u1 = diag(a, j?) E End,(TL) = G and Mzj@ M to uz = diag(a/?, 1). 
Since diag(p-‘, /?)E VG* (see Section 2), VG*u, = VG*u, and by 
Proposition 3.4, M, 0 M, g M,, @ M. 
Suppose [N] E&M). Thus NOM is in the restricted genus of 
L = MOM. Since any unit of EndAr, L) = M(2, F,) is equivalent modulo 
the elementary matrices to one of the form diag(cr, l), a E F,*, it follows 
from Proposition 3.4 that N @ M z M, @ M. Hence [N] = CM,] in Cl(M). 
Thus by Lemma 5.1 and the above remarks: 
LEMMA 5.2. 
B(M). 
The map 8: c1-+ CM,] is a homomorphism from F,* onto 
Since ker 0 Z W’U (IV’ < ker 0 since B(M) is abelian, U < F* VQ ker f3 
by Proposition 3.4), it follows that: 
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THEOREM 5.3. b(M) is a homomorphic image of F,*/W’F*V, 
In particular, if R/Z is finite, then by (2.5): 
COROLLARY 5.4. The exponent of b(M) is bounded by 
e = e(Z, D1,..., D,) =lcm{exp(coker A,? + (A,/ZAJ,*,}. 
This allows one to give uniform bound for power cancellation for both 
modules and lattices. 
THEOREM 5.5. Assume R/Z is finite, 
(a) There exists a positive integer s=max{2, e(Z, D1,..., D,)} such 
that for M, N, XE Lat A, MO Xz NO X*M(‘)r N’“‘. 
(b) There exists a positive integer t = max{ 2, e(Z*, D, ,..., D,) such 
thatfor M, N, XEModA, M@XrN@X*M”‘~N”‘. 
Proof. (a) TM@ TX g ZNGJ TX implies TM and TN are stably 
isomorphic. Hence [ZM] = [Z’N], and so [N] E D(M). Thus by 
Corollary 5.4, e[N] = e[M]. If e> 1, this implies N”‘g M”’ by the can- 
cellation theorem of Bass or Dress [3]. If e = 1, this implies 
N@ M g M@ M. Then N(*) @ M z Mc3), and so by [3], N(*) z Mc2). 
Now (b) follows from (a) and Propositions 4.1 and 4.2. 
An interesting open question is whether s is strictly smaller than t. In 
particular, does cancellation for lattices imply cancellation for modules? 
We close this section with a somewhat more precise version of 
Theorem 5.3. Assume now that A is an R-order in a semisimple K-algebra 
A and A=M(t,, D,)x .*. x M(t,, D,). Fix an order Z in A such that 
r= End&,) x ... x End,,(L,), where Z->/i, the Aj are R-orders in Dj 
and the Li are projective Armodules which are locally free Almodules 
(necessarily, Li E gen A j/l)). We can always take Z to be a maximal order if 
one exists. We leave it as a straightforward exercise to show that such a Z 
exists. (First assume A is simple. Then embed A in a maximal order 
End,(P) over Z(A). Then pass to a finitely generated subalgebra of A.) We 
wish to compute a,(A) = ker{Cl(A) -+ Cl(Z)}. Let Z be a nonzero ideal of 
R with IT< A, and let rc be the set of primes of R which contain I. Note 
that all the results of Sections 2 and 3 apply. We use the notation of those 
sections. 
Define a “Dieudonne” norm v: r,* + K,(r,) (see [ 1 ] for definitions). 
Clearly, K,(Z,) =C K,(A,), and by [l, p. 2401, K,(Z,) is naturally 
isomorphic to W/W, for some subgroup W, of W. Moreover, if either Ai is 
commutative or ti> 1 for each i, then by [l, p. 2401, W, = Un W. 
Let 8 be defined as before (so 8: Zz + b,(A)). Suppose c( E Z’,*. If 
v(a) = 1, then fl= diag(a, 1) is a product of elementary matrices in 
End,(Tk2)) (as each ti> 1). Thus by Proposition 3.4, A,OA g A @A, and 
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so [A,] = [A]. Thus ker % b ker v (and so w’ can be replaced by I+‘, in 
Theorem 5.3). Conversely, if c( E ker 8, it follows from Proposition 3.4, that 
V(ct)EV(GL,(lJ A,*,. 
For the rest of this section assume that for each i, I, > 1 or D, is com- 
mutative. We say that A satisfies the Drozd condition. It follows that 
IV,< U<<*n,* and by the argument in [B, p. 1831 that G&(T)br*U. 
This yields: 
LEMMA 5.6. ker %= W,,f*Az and so 6,.(A)~r,*/w,f*A,*. 
PROPOSITION 5.7. rf ME Gen( /i ), then [M] = [A] o ME A. 
ProoJ Assume [M] = [A]. Thus Me.4 rn @A. Hence TA4r r. (It 
suffices to reduce to the case r= End,(L) where L E gen A”). If f = 1, f = A 
is commutative and the result is well known. If t > 1, this follows from 
Lemma 3.2b.) Thus MZ A, for some c( E r,*. By Lemma 5.6, a E ker % 
implies c1 E W,,r*A,* = T*A,*, and so by Proposition 3.4, Ab g A. 
In fact, since (Ai), is semilocal, one can explicity compute W, (see [lS, 
Proposition 531). 
6. CANCELLATION AND REPLACEMENT THEOREMS 
We can use the results of Section 4 to extend various theorems on lat- 
tices to modules. The first result is due to Drozd [4] for lattices over 
orders in separable algebras. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let S be a module finite R-algebra and let M E Mod S. 
Set B= End Km.Rs(K OR M). rf Blrad B satisfies the Drozd condition, then 
M@XrN@XimpliesMENforany NEModSandXEDivM. 
Prooj: By local cancellation, M@XrN@X implies NEgenMc 
Div M. Thus, we can apply Proposition 4.1 to reduce to the case where 
S= A is an order in a semisimple K-algebra A and M= A. If A is 
separable, we can apply Drozd’s result. For the general case, observe first 
that since XE Div M, we can assume X= McS). Thus by Lemma 3.2, 
[N] = [A] in Cl(A). By Proposition 5.7, this implies N z A as desired. 
The next result shows that NE gen L for some L 1 Mo N, 1 M, for all 
P~Spec R (see [2, 31.121 for the classical case). 
THEOREM 6.2. Let S be a module finite R-algebra and let M, NE Mod S. 
(a) If M, ) N, for all PE Spec R, then there exists L E Gen M with 
L I N. 
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(b) g LEGen(M@N), then LzM’ON’ where M’EGenM and 
N’EGen N, 
(c) If L E Gen MC’), then L E M”- ‘) 0 M’ for some M’ E Gen M. 
Proof. If M, 1 N, for all P, then M 1 NU2’ by Lemma 3.1. Hence 
ME Div N. So by Proposition 4.1, we can assume N= S = A is an order in 
a semisimple K-algebra. If A is contained in a maximal order, we can just 
quote the appropriate results (cf. [2, 1.12-141). For the general case, 
observe that there is a finite set of primes rc such that for U, VE Proj A, 
U, ( V,, for all PE rc implies U, 1 V, for all P (see the proof of [ 10, 
Lemma 4.1). 
If M, ) N, for all P, then there exists c1 E Hom,( N, M) which is split for 
all P E 7~. Let L = a(N). Since L, E M, for all P E x, L, 1 M, for all P and 
so L, r MP for all P. Thus L E Proj A, and so Nz-L@ ker a. Thus (a) 
holds. Now (b) is an immediate consequence of (a). (c) follows from 
Lemma 3.1. 
The next result extends the Replacement Theorem of Roiter [17] and 
Jacobinski [ 121. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let A be an R-order in a semisimple K-algebra A. Sup- 
pose M, NE Mod A and M, / NP for all PE Spec R. If each A-composition 
factor occurs more often in KN = K 0 R N than KM. then M 1 N. 
Proof: Since M, I N, for all P E Spec R, NE M’@ X for some 
M’ E gen M. By the hypothesis, KM I KX’“’ for large s. Hence by Lem- 
mas 3.1 and 3.2, M’@ X’“’ z MO Y for some YE Mod A. Thus by local 
cancellation and Theorem 6.2c, Y 2 X’“- ‘) @ x’ for some x’ E gen X. 
First assume KM involves exactly the same simple A-modules as KN. 
Then End,(KM@ KX’) satisfies the Drozd condition. Hence by 
Theorem 6.1, N r M’ 0 Xr MO x’ and M is a summand of N. In the 
general case, choose a A-lattice L such that KL involves only the simple 
A-modules which occur in KN but not in KM. The above argument shows 
that LO M (and so M) is a summand of L @ N. Thus there exists a 
splitting 
(i.e. /Ia1 + flt(* = id,). 
Since Hom,(KM, KL) =0 and L is torsionfree, this implies 
Hom,,,(M, L) = 0. Thus c(r = 0 and so pc(, = id,, whence M I N. 
COROLLARY 6.4 (Roiter [ 171). Zf M, 1 N, ,for all P E Spec R and 
FE Mod A with F a faithful A-module, then M / N @ F. 
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The next result shows that a(M) controls cancellation and that a(M) is 
independent of the maximal order chosen. 
COROLLARY 6.5. Let A be an R-order in a semisimple K-algebra A. Let 
ME Mod A and NE gen M. If r is a maximal order containing A, the 
following are equivalent: 
(i) M@XgN@Xforsome XEModA. 
(ii) M@Tz NOT. 
(iii) [N] E s(M). 
Proof: Clearly (ii) = (i). Assume (i) holds. Then r On M@ r 0 ,, Xz 
r @ ,, NO r a,, X. Since r is hereditary, this implies rM@ rX r 
rn@ rX, where L denotes the homomorphic image of L modulo its torsion 
submodule. Since r is a maximal order, this implies [ra] = [fR], and so 
[N] ED(M). 
So assume (iii) holds. Let Q be the two sided summand of r such that 
the simple KQ modules are those occurring in KM. It suffices to show 
M@DgN@Q. By Theorem6.3, M@QrM@Q’ for some SZ’egenQ. 
Since QM@QgON@Q’, it follows that [a’] = [Q] in Cl(Q). Hence 
Q’O52rQO0. Thus MOQ’2’rN@QR’2’. Since End,(KM@KQ) 
satisfies the Drozd condition and Q~E Div(M@Q), Theorem 6.1 implies 
M@Q=N@O. 
There is a version of Jacobinski’s cancellation theorem for modules as 
well. 
THEOREM 6.7. Let R be the ring of algebraic integers in a number field. 
Let S be a module finite R-algebra with M, NE Mod A and X E Div M. If 
B= End K mR s( K @ R M) and B,lrad B satisfies the Eichler condition, then 
M@j X z N Q X implies M z N. In particular, this is always true if K is not 
totally real. 
Proof: Use Proposition 4.1 and Jacobinski’s Theorem [ 121. 
7. EXTENSION OF SCALARS 
Suppose A is a module finite R-algebra and M, NE Mod A. Let R’ be a 
module finite extension of R with quotient field K’. If M’ = R’ Q R M g N 
as A’ (or even A) modules, then NE gen A4 and in fact MC’) g NC’) for t > 0 
(cf. [S, lo]). This is because R’ is a projective R-module of finite rank. In 
this section, we characterize those NE gen M such that N’ g M’ for some 
R’. Let i? denote the integral closure of R in the algebraic closure of K. 
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THEOREM 7.1. Let R be a Dedekind domain. The following are 
equivalent: 
(i) MC” z NC*’ as A-modules for some t > 0. 
(ii) RORMrRQRNasWQ.A-modules. 
(iii) M’ z N’ as A-modules for some module finite integral extension 
R’ of R. 
Proof. Since M and N are finitely presented, (ii) * (iii). Now (iii) =+ (i) 
by [lo, Theorem lb]. So assume (i) holds. We shall use the notation of 
Sections 2 and 3. By induction, we can assume t is prime. By 
Proposition 4.1, we can assume A is an R-order in C M(n,, K) and ,4 = M. 
Moreover, -we can also assume that R contains the solutions of x’- 1. Let 
f be a maximal order containing A and Z a nonzero ideal of R with ZZ < A. 
Since the theorem holds for Dedekind domains, it holds for Z as well. Thus 
by passing to a suitable extension, we can assume that TN 2 Z and so 
NE D(A). Let n be the set of primes R which contain I. 
Since NE D(A), Nz.4, for some air,“. Since N(‘)gA(‘), a’~ ker 0 (see 
Section 5) and so CI’ E A,* Z*. Thus ~1’ = yu for some y E A,* and u E Z*. By 
passing to another extension, we can assume that the roots of the minimal 
polynomial of y are tth powers in R,. Thus by conjugating in 
Z, 2 C M(n,, R,), we can assume that y is upper triangular. Let 6 be the 
diagonal part of y. Set S = R,[S] d T = the diagonal subalgebra of Z,. 
Since each eigenvalue of 6 is a tth power, 6 =f (6)’ mod PT for some 
f(x) E R[x] and each P E X. Factor Z = J, J, where some power of t is in J, 
and tR f J2 = R. Set A= S-‘f(S)‘. Since A = 1 mod PT, there exists a 
positive integer d with 
A’-lmodJ,T. 
Consider the ring C = (R/J,)[I]/(A - 1)“. Since t is invertible in R/Jz, the 
group {c E C ( c E 1 mod (A - 1 )} is t-divisible. If n is sufficiently large 
(A- 1)“~ J2T. Thus there exists h(x) in R[x] with h(x) = 1 mod J1 and 
satisfying 
A-“= h(d)“+’ mod J,T. 
Set m(x) =f(x) h(x). Thus 
(d-‘m(6)f)P= 1 mod IT. 
Hence by [6, Theorem 3.21 (after passing to another extension), in each 
component, 
det(y -‘m(y)‘) E global unit mod I. 
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Hence by [ 10, Lemma 61, ;‘= m(y)‘g mod lr for some go r*. Thus 
(TX ‘nz(“~))‘-gu -’ mod II’. Hence det(cc- ‘m(l))) = global unit mod I. Thus 
as above, c( E /i,* r* V, = 11 x f*. So by Proposition 3.4, /I 1 z n (after a 
suitable extension). This completes the proof. 
Jacobinski [ 111 showed that for R the ring of algebraic integers in a 
number field, A an order in a separable K-algebra, and ME Lat ,I that 
NE gen Mo N’ g M’ for some suitable fixed R’ depending only on A. This 
fails if il is not an order in a separable algebra by [S]. However, we can 
extend this result to modules (Corollary 7.5). Some lemmas are necessary. 
LEMMA 7.2. Let R be an integrahy closed integral domain with quotient 
field K. Assume K has no separable extensions. Let K be the algebraic closure 
qf K and R the integral closure of R in I% If 0 # 6, a E R and a E u mod bR 
for some unit II in R, then a = w mod bR for some unit w in R. 
Proof: Let w E R satisfy u’y + bYw = uy, where q is a power of the charac- 
teristic of K such that uy E R. Then w = (U - w/b)“ E R. Hence b 1 (u - w) in 
R, and so a- UE w mod bR. Since a and WE R, a= w mod bR. Also, 
J$‘()$‘Y- ’ + hY) = uq implies that w is a unit in i? and so in R. 
LEMMA 7.3. If R is a Dedekind domain with all residue ,fields torsion, 
then one is in the stable range of R = the integral closure of R in K, where K 
is the separable closure of K. 
Prooj: Recall one in the stable range of a ring T means that if 
aT + bT = T, then a + bx is a unit for some x in T. The result follows from 
Lemma 7.2 and [9, Theorem 3.51. 
THEOREM 7.4. Let R be a Dedekind domain with finite residue fields and 
A an R-order in a separable K-algebra. Let I’be a maximal order containing 
A and ME Mod A. There exists a finite dimensional separable extension K’ 
qf K and a positive integer t such if R’ is the integral closure of R in K’, then 
N E D,(M) implies 
(i) IV= R’ OR NgM’ as A’-modules, and 
(ii) N”’ 2 M(” as A-modules. 
Proof: (i) Pass to a suitable extension K, so that K, @k A E 
C M(n,, K,). Now by Lemma 7, there exists an extension K’ such that if 
aER,=IR,+aR,, then there exists a unit u, in R’ with a = u, mod IR’. 
The argument in [ 10. Theorem 73 shows K’ is the suitable extension. (ii) 
follows from Corollary 5.4. Alternatively, if r = [K’: K], then t = rz s&ices 
PI. 
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COROLLARY 7.5. Let R satisfy the Jordan-Zassenhaus Theorem. Let A 
be an R-order in a separable algebra. There exist a positive integer t and a 
finite dimensional separable extension K’ of K such that for any M, 
NE Mod A, the following are equivalent: 
(i) NE gen M. 
(ii) M(l) g NC’). 
(iii) M(“) g N’“’ for some s > 0. 
(iv) R’ OR M = M’ E N’ as A’-modules. 
(v) R OR M = ii? E N as ;I-modules. 
Here R’ is the integral closure of R in K’ and R is the integral closure of R in 
the algebraic closure of K. 
Proof Choose K’ as in the previous result except extend it so that also 
if J is an ideal of R, , then JR’ is principal (this is possible by [9, 
Proposition 5.33 since the class group of RI is finite). Then as in the proof 
of [ 10, Theorem 71, M’ g N’. As before, we can either take t = [K’: K]’ or 
use the results of Section 4. So (i) * (iv) + (ii). The other implications are 
straightforward (see [ 8, Theorem B] ). 
8. CENTRAL SEPARABLE ALGEBRAS 
Let /i be an R-order in a semisimple K-algebra A. Suppose r is a 
maximal order containing /1 and IT< A with I a nonzero ideal of R. We 
wish to compute D(M) for ME Mod /i when KM = K QR M is a 
homogenous A-module (this will be true for any ME Mod /1 if Z(A) = K). 
THEOREM 8.1. Let ME Mod A. Assume KM 3 S(‘) where End,(S) = D is 
a K-central division of algebra of dimension d2. The exponent of D(M) 
divides td2 (in particular, if D = K, D(M) = 8(M) has exponent dividing t). 
Proof By Propositions 4.1 and 4.2, we can assume M = A is an order 
in End,(S(‘)) g M(t, D). Suppose [N] E&M). By Lemma 5.2, [N] = [A,] 
for some a E rx. Let S be a free rank d extension of R such that the 
quotient field K, of S splits D. Then B = S OR A is an order in M( td, K, ). 
By Lemma 5.6, 8(/1) E r,*/ W,,T*A, is a homomorphic image of W/W,. 
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Let u be the reduced norm of 6. Then /I = II ‘2’ has determinant 1 in 
M(td, K,). Hence Q2, zQ. Thus 52:’ z SZ(“. Since Q g A”” as a A-module, 
this implies A:“) 2 Atrd) as desired. 
Maranda [2, 31.261 proved the previous result when d= t = I for lat- 
tices. Surprisingly, the torsion submodule contributes nothing in this case. 
COROLLARY 8.2. Let ME Mod A and let &i denote M module its torsion 
submodule. If KM is absolutely simple (i.e. End ,4( KM) = K), then the, follo\c- 
ing are equivalent for NE gen M: 
(i) Mr N 
(ii) rm g JX 
(iii) J?z IV. 
Hence Cl(M) z Cl(R). 
ProoJ By Theorem 8.1, &M)=D(M)= jNEGenM/ rri;rzfN)= 
{Ml. 
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